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The original Hindu civilization (Hinduism) was a logic-based peace-loving culture that 
existed for sixty thousand years as a unique category of humans.  They were the native 
Indians who lived only in the peninsular India, to the south of Delhi.  They were 
democratic republics with open borders.  They never had a king (warlord).  They had 
only an elected administrator called the Rajan.  The Rajan was a custodian of logic, a 
professor.  Hindu were visionaries, logicians, entrepreneurs, skilled technicians, and 
engineers.  Peace and prosperity with fair trade was their political philosophy.  They 
voluntarily left Africa, sixty thousand years ago, to make India their home.  They had 
nothing to do with Africa or the Africans.  They respected other peoples’ rights and 
property.  They were compassionate and helped each other as one giant family.  They 
never had a war or god in sixty thousand years.

The original Hindu civilization is now lost.  It was deliberately and totally destroyed by 
the Greeks (Europeans) who entered India only recently.  Culturally, Europeans were the
exact opposite of Hindu.  Europeans evolved as a category of humans only six thousand 
years ago, as a warmongering culture who were constantly at war to rob each other.  
Getting rich by robbing other people was their political philosophy.  They invented war 
and god, now called Brahminism, to rob each other.  

Brahminism (war and god) was the trademark of the warmongering Europeans who 
deliberately destroyed all other civilizations.

Hinduism never had war or god.  It was a logic-based peace-loving culture.

Brahminism (Europe) was the exact opposite of Hinduism (India).

What is currently known as Hinduism is in fact Brahminism (war and god).  

Brahminism is masquerading as Hinduism.  The recent Greeks in India, deliberately 
replaced Hinduism with Brahminism to destroy Hindu who did not believe in war or 
god.  The Greeks believed that they were chosen by the gods to destroy all the humans 
who did not believe in god.  They looted Hindu in the name of god.  They believed that 
it was the god’s will to destroy the logic-based Hinduism.  They glorified themselves as 
the messengers of god to liberate the earth from the nonbelievers.
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Persians (Europeans) belonged to the same category of humans as the Greeks.  Brahmin 
were a subgroup of Persians.  They were delusional, and believed that they acquired 
supernatural powers through meditation (tapas).  They were considered uncivilized and 
expelled to Kashmir.  Brahmin lived only in Kashmir as refugees in segregated quarters. 
They were insignificant in number, functionally social outcasts.

Greeks occupied Persia and Kashmir around 200 BCE, after Alexander.  They 
discovered the delusional refugees in Kashmir who believed in supernatural powers.  
The Greeks in Kashmir invented a novel way to rob people without the high cost of a 
standing army.  They invented the concepts of Idolatry and Brahminism.

The Greeks invented the concept of Temple as a tax collection office.  They promoted 
local popular heroes to god status to be housed in temples.  They paid the Kashmir 
refugees to invent fictional stories of gods with supernatural powers to mesmerize the 
locals to visit the temples and pay their tribute (offerings) on a regular basis.

The Greek scam to rob people was called Brahminism.  The Kashmir refugees never had
intellect or logic.  They were the Greek mouthpieces.  They translated the Greek 
language to local dialects.

The Greeks invested in temples as a business.  It was a highly profitable business.  Profit
margin was proportional to the size of the temple.

Hinduism was logic-based.  Hindu had a University devoted to logic along the Ghaghara
river, where the four tributaries met.  The original Rig Veda, Upanishads, Brahma Sutra, 
and Bhagavad Gita were textbooks on logic at the University.  Vasudeva Krishna, 
Siddhartha, Mahavira, and Ajatashatru were the distinguished professors of the 
Univesrity.  They were great logicians who invented the Hindu Scientific Method.

Hindu never had a war or god.  They had only books on logic.  They never had any 
sacred texts.  All knowledge was subject to logical scrutiny, nothing was sacred.  The 
original Rig Veda and Bhagavad Gita were textbooks on logic, not sacred texts.

Brahminism, worship of warmongering gods with supernatural powers, was invented by 
the Greeks in Kashmir to destroy the Hindu culture that did not believe in war or god.

The Greeks found the textbooks on logic at the Hindu University an existential threat to 
their temple business.  They paid the delusional Kashmir refugees to vandalize all the 
textbooks at the University to worship manuals of fictional gods with supernatural 
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powers.  The Greek financed vandalized versions were actively promoted as the sacred 
texts of Hindu of antiquity.  Hindu never had a war or god in sixty thousand years.

The Greeks paid the delusional Kashmir refugees to systematically trash the logic-based 
Hinduism to ignorance-based Brahminism.  Sixty thousand years of logic-based peace-
loving Hindu civilization was totally wiped out in a few decades.  It was a state funded 
undertaking.

Brahminism was the plague invented by the Greeks that wiped out Hinduism.  
Brahminism is masquerading as Hinduism.

Genetically, Hindu are the DNA F, and Greeks and Persians are the DNA R1.  The F 
voluntarily moved to India, sixty thousand years ago, in pursuit of the dependable 
perennial rainwater.  The R1 were born in Europe six thousand years ago.  They entered 
India two thousand years ago.  Getting rich by robbing other people was their political 
philosophy.
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